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The Spring/Summer 2020 collection from Josef Seibel stands for ultimate comfort, casual everyday wear and a 
natural leather look. Josef Seibel is where perfect fit, beautiful patterns and first-class materials create modern 
and comfortable footwear with unique character.  

High aesthetic standards with modern designs, comfortable widths and removable insoles come together to 
create an unprecedented Spring/Summer collection. A great mix of basic and fresh new themes provide a range 
of models which are sporty-dynamic, earthy with lots of character, summery and modern and always aligned with 
the individual desires of the Josef Seibel customers.  

Ladies Collection - fashion-conscious, feminine designs with the highest possible quality standards  

Josef Seibel remains true to our heritage while offering modern footwear worthy of the international market. 
Examples of this is the FERGEY model with multicoloured combinations, flower prints, lace patterns and 
colourful EVO soles and ROSALIE – a rustic flat design that, in addition to earthy leather and a lightweight PU 
outer sole, features hook & loop straps for excellent grip. 

Nature meets fashion: Striking stitch features, lively materials and bright looks bring these sandals into the heart 
of the collection. This season we use colour to ensure that great summer feeling lasts as long as the warm weather. 
The FABIA design enhances the popular Fiona range with summery sandals in a simple design with a flat sole, 
finished in warm colour tones such as yellow, orange, ruby, nut and black.  
 
The feminine ladies’ RILEY sandal combines modern design and functionality while the rubber/cork sole and 
adjustable straps ensure ultimate comfort and the elegant colours draw attention to your feet.  
 
The new THEA design is far more striking, with a robust PU platform sole which looks attractive and pampers the 
feet with ultimate comfort. Crafted in a multitude of colours to suit every taste, including turquoise, red and 
saffron yellow, flower print and snakeskin designs which all bring these shoes to life.  
 
The Josef Seibel ladies’ spring shoes range from simple, everyday models to functional trekking versions such as 
LUCIA, which will delight outdoor and hiking fans, thanks to laces, hook and loop fasteners and sturdy, robust 
soles. This means Josef Seibel can offer a comprehensive range of products for every individual type of woman. 
 
A vacation for the feet, a feast for the eyes 

The new LILY clog ranges from classic to feminine styles with simple colours such as nut, brandy and pale-grey. 
The high-quality, hand-stitched design teamed with the benefit of an easy slip-on feature make this shoe an all-
time favourite. Stylish features such as buckles or hook & loop straps along with a flexible PU outer sole round 
off the comfort element.  

The most important summer trend, fashion trainers are also very present. Various new versions crafted from 
recyclable TR-light, rubber or larger profiles versions form a harmonious balance and benefit from innovative 
implementation. The new city styles leave nothing to be desired with sporty designs and exciting colours.  
Contrasting stitches and a white PU outer sole give the casual LOUISA sneaker a stylish edge. Whether with laces 
or Velcro straps, this comfortable model in G width has a sporty character along with refreshing colour 
combinations.  

Fit-Knit models such as SINA are particularly appealing with their lightweight knitted design, summery colours 
and cool, light finish. These seamless, lightweight shoes are extremely flexible. CAREN, the popular leather 
sneaker is available in various designs: as a slipper to quickly slip-on, with laces or even as a sandal with a buckle.  

 

 



 

 

Men - harmonious combination of trusted basics & fresh trainers 

In the men’s collection, Josef Seibel impresses with a sure feel for the ideal blend of well-known, practical basics 
on the one hand, and fresh, new designs on the other. Fashionable city models from casual to sporty complement 
the range, and integrate high-quality trainer styles into the classic street shoe area. The fashion-conscious male 
can show excellent taste with models such as the sporty EARL, a modern yet comfortable ENRICO and 
THADDEUS leisure shoes. These attractive styles stand out from the crowd with bright, light PU and TR soles, and 
comfortable, elastic or lace elements.  

Models such as ANVERS impress with rustic, hand-crafted designs with large stitching in premium, full grain 
cowhide leather, and styles with fresh colour combinations, and contrasting decorative stitches. Premium nubuck 
and velour leather combined with the white sole gives this design a modern twist, making it the perfect leisure 
footwear alternative. Sporty calf leather and cowhide in cool denim and grey shadowing are complemented by 
models in shades of brown, such as camel or cognac, and get their summery, light character from airy vent holes. 
This wide range has the right fit for anyone with sizes going up to 50 and comfortable widths up to H and K 
width. 

Fresh sandal designs & modern business varieties 

The sandal trend is alive and well, and Josef Seibel is prepared for this. Fresh sandal designs such as MAX, LOGAN 
and JOHN made from structured, smooth leather with a combination of textiles entices you to enjoy comfortable 
summer days. With a profiled, stitched-through PU outer sole, the wearer can tackle any terrain. Striking stitching 
and hand-crafted decoration has been aligned perfectly with each other.  

Cool summer colours such as azure blue and warm cognac brown give these sandals new freshness, combining 
orange and red tones. Anyone who prefers more subtle colours and a particularly comfortable crafted model 
should opt for the sporty, hand-stitched CARLO model. Practical strap options and basic adjustability are very 
important when it comes to sandals to ensure optimum fit and a secure grip. 

The well-designed business section ensures a classic appearance with models such as BRADJFORD and MAURICE 
in lace-up, strap or slip-on versions. High-quality leather material, intricate decorative stitching and flexible outer 
soles speak for a top-quality design that promises a highly stylish look combined with comfort. The JONATHAN 
low shoe rounds off the overall look with traditional buckle details and stylish lace patterns.  

With our new collection, Josef Seibel combines fresh colours with simple basics: high-quality smooth 
and velour leathers to create a classic overall design with exciting colour combinations. The cork design 
gives the soles a trendy accent and emphasises the natural character of the collection. Hand-stitched 
and “Strobel” stitched insoles, vibrant materials and bright looks give the collection their very special 
appearance, where the Seibel heritage can be seen very clearly, combined masterfully with new designs 
and looks, and above all, that desire for summer.  
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